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Executive Summary
The Department of General Services (DGS), Telecommunications Division (TD),
prepared this report pursuant to the Supplemental Report of the 2006 Budget Act, Item
1760-101-0022, #1 regarding gaps in Statewide 9-1-1 services that states:
The DGS shall complete an analysis of gaps in Statewide 9-1-1 services and, on or
before February 1, 2007, submit a report to the Joint Legislative Budget Committee. The
report shall include, but not be limited to, identification of substandard call wait times
and the contributing factors at the applicable State and local levels. Where appropriate,
the report shall identify barriers, make recommendations for improvement, and to the
extent possible, estimate time frames and resources needed to achieve wait time
reduction goals.
Call statistics were compiled over a 12-month period from local public safety answering
points (PSAPs) Statewide. These entities have the responsibility of answering calls
placed to 9-1-1 and for ensuring that emergency assistance is dispatched expeditiously.
For purposes of this report, the TD is reporting solely on the efficiencies in the 9-1-1 call
answer process.
Overall, the performance of local PSAPs is well within the California 9-1-1 call
answering standard, which mirrors the national call standard. A full 93 percent of PSAPs
reporting call data answered 9-1-1 calls within 10 seconds. Although the standard
provides, at a minimum, that PSAPs should answer 95 percent of 9-1-1 call traffic within
20 seconds, the California data shows a full 98 percent conformed to the 20-second
standard. While there are no established standards for abandoned call rates, a
reasonable goal for this parameter would be 15 percent or less. The California PSAPs
averaged 13.13 percent over the study period.
Based on the report findings, it is recommended that a course of action be taken that
will help to improve 9-1-1 service overall. The ability to hire and retain competent call
takers, or telecommunicators, is key. Ongoing public education concerning how and
when to use 9-1-1 is also a major factor. Understanding the differences between wire
line and wireless call characteristics can help reduce the number of calls received on a
single incident. Because of the nature of wireless 9-1-1 calls, it is critical that local
jurisdictions take their calls directly. By doing so, calls are answered at the appropriate
response agencies immediately, without being routed to an intermediate agency first.
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Introduction
The TD, in concert with all public safety agencies in California, is dedicated to providing
its residents and visitors the best emergency services possible. With a population
exceeding 37 million, the universality of 9-1-1 in California is imperative. The mission of
the TD’s California 9-1-1 Emergency Communications Office (9-1-1 Office) is to enable
PSAPs to provide the fastest, most reliable, cost-effective telephone access to
emergency services for any 9-1-1 caller in California.
Commonly referred to as the Warren 9-1-1 Emergency Assistance Act, California
Government Code Section 53100 et seq. provide the authority under which the TD
maintains administrative oversight of 392 primary PSAPs – those agencies that receive
a 9-1-1 call directly from the caller – and about 100 secondary PSAPs.
The TD also has authority rooted in the Revenue and Taxation Code Section 43100 et
seq., which provides for the distribution of proceeds from the State Emergency
Telephone Number Account under specified conditions. Costs associated with the
planning, implementation, and replacement of 9-1-1 equipment and services are
disbursed from this Account. Typically, PSAPs must meet established criteria in order to
receive funding at various levels. Nonetheless, local government entities have a great
deal of autonomy where their 9-1-1 centers are concerned. With the exception of some
basic universal standards required by the TD, each PSAP determines how best to meet
the emergency calling needs of their public. The PSAP, among other things, determines
the particular 9-1-1 equipment that will deliver the best performance to suit the PSAP’s
needs. In addition, it defines how many call takers or dispatchers to staff during each
shift and to what training and performance standards they must adhere.
By contrast, the TD renders Statewide coordination and communication where planned
deployment of common services provides economy-of-scale opportunities. For example,
a master purchase agreement for 9-1-1 customer premise equipment was competitively
bid and awarded by the TD. By leveraging competition and Statewide purchase
opportunities, the TD was able to make available to public safety agencies a simplified
and expedited purchase vehicle for quality 9-1-1 equipment and services at quantity
discount prices. PSAPs can take advantage of the fact that purchases made under the
contract meet established technical and administrative requirements.
Other TD-sponsored projects offer similar benefits wherein PSAPs are afforded input
into standards and formats, but coordination efforts rest at the State level. Issues or
goals shared by multiple agencies are addressed in a collaborative environment with
follow through and resolutions spearheaded by TD. Planning and implementation of the
California wireless enhanced 9-1-1 (E9-1-1) exemplifies this synergy, as does the voice
over internet protocol deployment project. Both projects required months of planning,
identifying the needs of the PSAP community, defining requirements, and coordinating
these requirements with numerous service providers. Alone, PSAPs would be
overwhelmed both in time and cost to accomplish these feats.
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Thus, a prime role of the TD is not only to strive for adherence to sound fiscal
management practices and to be fair and equitable in the disbursement of funding, but
also to be a champion of the PSAP community’s interests.
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National 9-1-1 Call Standards
Not unlike most professions, standards exist for the 9-1-1 call taker or
“telecommunicator”. These standards primarily are designed around the need to answer
a 9-1-1 call quickly, with the ultimate goal of expeditiously and effectively getting help to
the caller. Providing a benchmark for consistency in handling emergency calls across
jurisdictional boundaries is another benefit that can be derived from call standards.
Each jurisdictional entity in California has the ability to develop standards, subject to any
locally-imposed requirements, which it deems best serves its public.
At the national level, the premier non-profit organization dedicated to the advancement
of 9-1-1 is the National Emergency Number Association (NENA). Since its inception in
1982, NENA has served the public safety community in all matters pertaining to 9-1-1. It
represents the voice of 7,000 members who are dedicated to saving lives.
“NENA’s mission is to foster the technological advancement, availability and
implementation of a universal emergency telephone number system (9-1-1). In
carrying out its mission, NENA promotes research, planning, training and
education. The protection of human life, the preservation of property, and the
maintenance of general community security are among NENA's objectives.”
In this role, NENA develops various technical and operational requirements through
standard bodies, whose members represent a cross-section of public safety and
industry experts. Because NENA has legitimate authority over neither public safety
agencies nor service providers, the standards are considered recommendations.
However, the 9-1-1 community recognizes these standards as valid and strives to
achieve them.
NENA’s standard for answering 9-1-1 calls provides that:
“Ninety percent (90%) of all 9-1-1 calls arriving at the Public Safety Answering
Point (PSAP) shall be answered within ten (10) seconds during the busy hour
(the hour each day with the greatest call volume, as defined in the NENA Master
Glossary 00-001). Ninety-five (95%) of all 9-1-1 calls should be answered within
twenty (20) seconds.”
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California 9-1-1 Call Standards
The TD uses NENA standards as a guide in developing requirements for California.
While the “NENA Call Answering Standard/Model Recommendation” was adopted
formally as recently as June 10, 2006, this model for 9-1-1 call answering has been long
established and used in California. One of the standards California PSAPs strive to
maintain appears in the State of California, 9-1-1 Operations Manual, which states:
“During the busiest hour of any shift, ten seconds should be targeted as the
maximum amount of time in which incoming 9-1-1 calls are to be answered.”
In collecting and reporting data for this report, it should be noted that busy hour
information was not available for all PSAPs. However, the percentage of calls answered
within 10 and 20 seconds has been collected and is reported in the following charts.
The data reported is based on actual monthly calls over a 12-month period, from
September 1, 2005, through August 30, 2006, where data was available. Both wire line
and wireless 9-1-1 calls were evaluated, as well as the abandoned call rate. An
abandoned call, also referred to as a “hang-up”, is one in which the call is completed
through to the PSAP, but is intentionally or unintentionally disconnected by the caller
before the telecommunicator is able to answer the call.
A high abandoned call rate (generally considered greater than 20 percent) can be
indicative of long hold times in which the caller disconnects and either redials or decides
not to report the emergency. It can also be a result of callers realizing they have
inadvertently dialed 9-1-1 and disconnecting before the call is answered at the PSAP.
This is particularly problematic with wireless telephones in which merely holding a
button down on the dial pad can initiate a 9-1-1 call automatically, without the user’s
knowledge. Leaning or sitting on a wireless device, or laying a briefcase or purse on it,
potentially can generate a 9-1-1 call. Consequently, abandoned calls are often the result
not of delayed call answer times, but of accidental dialing. There is no established
standard for 9-1-1 call abandonment rate, though the TD, in considering appropriate
PSAP funding levels based on call load, uses 20 percent as the maximum threshold.
Rates that exceed 20 percent are considered above the acceptable threshold and are
not used to calculate PSAP funding. While it is not possible to completely eliminate
abandoned calls, a reasonable goal would be 10 to 15 percent.
Call patterns seen in most local PSAPs vary considerably from those found at the
California Highway Patrol (CHP). This can be attributed to the fact that wire line 9-1-1
call patterns are very different from wireless 9-1-1 call patterns.
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Call Data
Methodology
For purposes of monitoring the effectiveness and efficiency of 9-1-1 services at the
PSAP level, the TD employs two management information system (MIS) tools. The
Frame Relay Network Information System (FRNIS) tool is used in areas where the 9-1-1
network is provided by AT&T. In areas where Verizon is the 9-1-1 network service
provider, the Compliance and Review System Network (CARSNET) is used. Both tools
provide a view into the 9-1-1 call activity of individual PSAPs. From information
available through these tools, individual PSAPs can schedule appropriate staffing levels
for specific work shifts, determine if additional 9-1-1 circuits are required, assess the
overall efficiency of their service, and extract other useful data. Each PSAP has access
to their respective call data only, while the TD has access to data from each PSAP that
is connected to the MIS throughout the State.
Using the FRNIS and CARSNET tools, call data were extracted from all PSAPs that had
a connection to these systems during the 12-month period beginning September 1,
2005, through August 30, 2006. In some instances, only partial data were collected due
to a variety of reasons, such as equipment upgrades, temporary dropped connections,
or the PSAP was not receiving wireless 9-1-1 calls directly (or did so for only a portion
of the evaluation period).

Data
Overall, California PSAPs were found to have met the standard of 90 percent of all calls
answered within 10 seconds, as well as 95 percent answered within 20 seconds.
During the 12-month sample period where data is available from local PSAPs, 10.6
million 9-1-1 calls were recorded. Of that number, 2.6 million were wireless 9-1-1 calls,
or 24.5 percent of the total call volume. The months of July and August saw the highest
volume of both wire line and wireless 9-1-1 calls.
Some CHP call data is reported in this document; however, it is not combined with the
local PSAP data, as the CHP systems do not have connectivity to either the FRNIS or
CARSNET MISs. Using data extraction processes available to them, the CHP compiled
12 months of call data. Although the reporting period represents 12 consecutive months
of call data, the actual months do not coincide with those in the FRNIS/CARSNET
study. A one-year reporting cycle takes into account seasonal call variances, which
typically occur at about the same time each year. An exception to this would be a onetime unique occurrence, such as a natural disaster, or the Olympics, for example.
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Figure 1
Figure 1 depicts the overall call volume during the sample period and compares the
total number of wireless calls to the total number of wire line calls from local PSAPs
during the same period. An increasing trend in the number of 9-1-1 calls placed using
wireless devices can be seen in the graph. Such a trend is significant as it can signal
what the future likely holds for 9-1-1 call processing at the local PSAP.
Wireless 9-1-1 calls present a different challenge than wire line calls. This challenge can
be seen readily in the call patterns experienced by the CHP. During the 12-month
reporting period between April 2005 and March 2006, CHP logged almost 1.5 million
wireless 9-1-1 calls. The average call abandon rate was just under 20 percent at 19.96
percent, six points higher than the highest recorded monthly rate for local PSAPs.
The number of abandoned 9-1-1 calls for local PSAPs is shown in Figure 2. Although
this number peaked in July and August, the number of abandoned calls remained
relatively constant throughout the entire 12 months.
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Figure 2
Notably, the abandoned 9-1-1 call rate fell to its lowest percentage during the months
that experienced the heaviest 9-1-1 call traffic. As shown in Figure 3, on average 9-1-1
calls were abandoned in July and August at the rate of 11.82 and 12.17 percent,
respectively. Compared to the months of February and March when 9-1-1 calls were
recorded at some of their lowest volumes, the abandon rate was at its highest, showing
13.99 and 13.95 percent respectively. Reasons for this occurrence could include that
call processing becomes more efficient as the volume increases. This is due, in part, to
the tendency of telecommunicators to spend less time per call as the volume climbs in
an effort to minimize the number of calls waiting in queue.
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Figure 3
Figure 4 shows the percentage of 9-1-1 calls answered within the 10-second standard
and the 20-second standard. Also depicted is the number of calls answered that
exceeds 20 percent. Ninety-three percent of all 9-1-1 calls for which data was collected
over the 12-month reporting period met the 10-second standard. Another 5 percent of
calls were answered between the 10- and 20-second interval, for a total of 98 percent of
all 9-1-1 wireless and wire line calls answered by local PSAPs within the 20-second
national standard. About 2 percent of calls received during this same period took longer
than 20 seconds to answer. In contrast, the CHP reported caller wait times averaging 31
seconds.
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Figure 4
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Contributing Factors and Barriers
Call patterns can vary widely depending on the type of call. Wireless 9-1-1 calls exhibit
a very different pattern than calls from wire line telephones. For example, on a freeway
during peak commute times hundreds of drivers can witness an accident, or its
aftermath, over the course of 30 minutes. As “Good Samaritans”, each of these drivers
(or a passenger) may dial 9-1-1 from their wireless device to report the same incident.
Within minutes, hundreds of calls can flood a PSAP to report an incident that, under
different conditions, may have generated only one or a few calls. Unfortunately, calls to
report other exigent situations may get caught “in queue” behind the dozens of wireless
callers, all vying for the limited number of telecommunicators and 9-1-1 circuits each
PSAP has to offer. Under these conditions, no PSAP can staff adequately for the
number of calls that are generated from wireless devices.
The CHP answers approximately 72 percent of all 9-1-1 calls generated from wireless
devices Statewide. Consequently, the CHP communication centers experience the
greatest number of calls (about 1.5 million per month) and, not surprisingly, the longest
wait times as well. The CHP is in the process of hiring an additional 150
telecommunicators Statewide, which should mitigate, but not eliminate, the higher call
wait times. As more non-CHP PSAPs take on wireless 9-1-1 calls directly, these PSAPs
may experience an increase in call wait times as well, although not to the extent
experienced by the CHP. Local PSAPs receive only a fraction of the volume of wireless
9-1-1 calls answered by the CHP.
By comparison, calls from wire line telephones usually are from individuals at a
residence or business who personally are involved in an incident or witnessed an
incident, that requires emergency response. This type of emergency may generate one
or two calls to a PSAP. Because there is no public audience, no passersby, calls do not
flood the 9-1-1 center.
Recruitment and retention pose a particularly difficult challenge among all PSAPs. As a
result of several factors, including the requirement for shift work, long hours, low pay,
and a stressful work environment, PSAPs often function with less than optimum staffing
levels. Some agencies try to compensate by increasing the workday from eight hours to
10 or 12 hours. Others offer signing bonuses or cash incentives to attract competent
telecommunicators, but still widespread shortages persist.
Also, the ability to monitor, extract, and compile accurate 9-1-1 call-related data is
fundamental to identifying and documenting changes. Without this tool, it would be very
difficult to determine what improvements may have been achieved.
Public education plays a major role in a PSAP’s ability to manage their call load as well.
Often, in their zeal to assist, individuals will dial 9-1-1 to report an incident when there
are already emergency vehicles on scene. They will also hang up and re-dial 9-1-1 if
February 2007
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their initial call is not answered within the time frame the caller expects. Not realizing
they are now lower in the call queue after re-dialing, the caller has just exacerbated the
problem. The public needs to be educated, and routinely reminded, about the
appropriate use and characteristics of the 9-1-1 system. A general understanding of
how the caller can help to improve the emergency response, depending on the type of
device they are using, will go a long way toward alleviating high call wait times and help
to improve service levels.
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Recommendations
Based on an analysis of the data extracted from PSAPs over the course of 12 months, it
is clear that improvements can be achieved. While there are some technical barriers
that can hinder improvements in call answer time and abandoned call rates, the human
factor is the one that has the potential to provide the greatest value. Staffing the right
number of telecommunicators during the right time will achieve the biggest return on
service improvements.
The following recommendations would serve to enhance 9-1-1 service delivery and
emergency response:
1. PSAP Staffing Levels – Using the MIS system tools, the PSAP should develop
and apply criteria to evaluate 9-1-1 call performance. Where feasible, adjust
staffing accordingly to achieve the national standard of 90 percent of all calls
answered within 10 seconds; and 95 percent of all calls answered within 20
seconds.
2. Public Education – Develop and implement a public education program at the
local level that meets the needs of their PSAP community. The more the public
understands how 9-1-1 operates, the better the PSAP is able to respond to their
calls for emergency assistance.
3. Access to Improved Data Collection Tools – Enhance the MIS tools used to
collect and analyze 9-1-1 call data. Ensure each PSAP, as well as the TD, is
connected to the MIS tool and ensure PSAP managers are trained on how to
extract, compile, and analyze data available through the MIS tool.
4. PSAPs Should Elect to Take their Wireless 9-1-1 Calls Directly – To reduce wait
times for wireless 9-1-1 calls, it is imperative that local jurisdictions agree to have
these calls routed directly to their PSAP. Service improvements will be twofold: 1)
the caller will be directed to the appropriate response agency immediately
without having to be transferred by another agency; and 2) calls going to local
PSAPs will not be stuck in queue behind other callers reporting traffic-related
incidents. This is especially troublesome for the caller and the CHP alike during
peak commute times.
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Appendix: NENA Call Answering
Standard/Model Recommendations
The following has been copied Document 56-005, prepared by National Emergency
Number Association (NENA) Standard Operating Procedures Committee, Call-taking
Working Group.
Published by NENA on June 10, 2006.

1.

Executive Overview

This document has been developed to serve as a model standard operating procedure
for the call-taking function within Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs).
To provide uniformity and consistency in the handling of 9-1-1, other emergency calls
and administrative non-emergency calls, the following call-taking standards are
recommended:
•
•
•
•
•

Operational level of service
Order of answering priority
Answering protocol
Information gathering
Call transfer

In addition, this document provides guidelines for handling non-standard calls, such as
abandoned, disconnects, misdials, unintentional, prank and misrouted calls (including
nomadic VoIP calls).
A recommended course of action is described which will enable the telecommunicator
to address data failures, such as the loss of ANI or ALI, equipment problems and
redundant calls.

2.

Introduction

2.1

Purpose and Scope. These guidelines have been developed to facilitate call
handing in the Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP).

2.2

Reason to Implement. This document has been issued to serve as a Model
Standard Operating Procedure for the call-taking function within Public Safety
Answering Points.

2.3

Benefits. Use of this Model Standard Operating Procedure will standardize the
method of call handing across jurisdictional boundaries. This will:
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•

Providing consistency in call handing of emergency and non-emergency
calls

•

Improve service

2.4

Technical Impacts Summary. None

2.5

Document Terminology. The terms “shall,” “must” and “required” are used
throughout this document to indicate required parameters and to differentiate
from those parameters that are recommendations. Recommendations are
identified by the words “desirable” or “preferably.”

2.6

Reason for Reissue. NENA reserves the right to modify this document.
Whenever it is reissued, the reason(s) will be provided in this paragraph.

2.7

Cost Factors. Not applicable

2.8

Cost Recovery Considerations. Not applicable

2.9

Acronyms/Abbreviations. Some of the acronyms/abbreviations used in this
document may not have been included in the master glossary. After initial
approval of this document, they will be included. Link to the master glossary is
located at: http://www.nena.org/pages/ContentList.asp?CTlD=5
Acronym

Meaning

ALI

Automatic Location identification

ANI

Automatic Number Identification

EMS

Emergency Medical Services

PSAP

Public Safety Answering Point

TTY/TDD

Teletypewriter/Telecommunications Device for the Deaf

VoIP

Voice over Internet Protocol

The following new terms are included in this recommendation:
Nomadic VoIP Calls

Call generated by a VoIP user from other than their
originally provisioned fixed location using the terminal
equipment from that location (i.e.: VoIP handset, laptop,
VoIP terminal, PC).

The following definition of terms are amended by this recommendation:
ALI
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address/location and supplementary emergency services
information of the location from which a call originates.

3.

Call taking standards

3.1

Standard for answering 9-1-1 Calls. Ninety percent (90%) of all 9-1-1 calls
arriving at the Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) shall be answered within
ten (10) seconds during the busy hour (the hour each day with the greatest call
volume, as defined in the NENA Master Glossary 00-001). Ninety-five percent
(95%) of all 9-1-1 calls should be answered within twenty (20) seconds.

3.2

Order of Answering Priority. It is the responsibility of on duty
telecommunicators to answer all in-coming calls. All phone calls will be answered
in order of priority. 1st priority will be the 9-1-1 and emergency 7/10 digit phone
lines, 2nd priority will be non-emergency lines and 3rd priority will be the
administrative and/or internal phone lines.

3.3

Standard Answering Protocol – 9-1-1 lines. All 9-1-1 lines at a primary Public
Safety Answering Point (PSAP) shall be answered beginning with “9-1-1.”

Comment: The correct answering statement is "Nine-One-One", never "Nine Eleven."
Additional information or questions may be added, as in: "9-1-1, what is the
emergency?", or "9-1-1 what is the address of the emergency?". Other information,
such as the operator identification number or that the line is recorded may also be
added. It is recommended that the agency not be identified when answering emergency
lines to avoid confusing the caller and delaying response to alternate-routed calls.
3.4

Standard Answering Protocol – non-emergency lines. When answering nonemergency lines, the answering agency should be clearly identified to their caller.

Comment: Example includes: “County dispatch, Operator Number ___” or “[Agency
name], may I help you.”
3.5

Non-emergency calls received on emergency lines. If a call is of a nonemergency nature and it is received on an emergency telephone line, the
telecommunicator will advise the caller that they have called on an emergency
line and will direct the caller to a non-emergency line. It is not recommended that
the call be transferred to an administrative line, since that may tie up the 9-1-1
trunks.

Comment: It is imperative that only "legitimate" emergency calls be handled on the 9-11 system because the 9-1-1 telephone network has limited number of dedicated
trunks/lines - tying up these circuits with non-emergency calls could result in a "real"
emergency call being blocked or routed to an alternate agency. Calls are answered by
the PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point) in the order that they are received. Nonemergency calls on the 9-1-1- system will cause a delay in answering legitimate
emergency calls.
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3.6

Standard for information gathering. The telecommunicator will obtain the basic
information from the caller. At a minimum, this information should include: the
address or exact location of the incident, call back number, type of emergency,
time of occurrence, hazards, identity of those involved and their location.

Comment: For those calls that are transferred to another telecommunicator for dispatch
of emergency services, it is important to obtain certain minimum information in the event
the call is lost during transfer. "Hazards" includes any potential hazards at the scene,
including the presence of weapons; it may also be appropriate to determine the
relationship between the caller and those involved (1st, 2nd or 3rd party).
3.6.1 Address verification. Address verification. The telecommunicator will verify all
addresses reported. If the address provided by the caller matches the ALI
display, the address may be considered verified. In the event there is a
discrepancy, additional steps must be taken to verify the location of the incident
being reported, such as repeating the address twice and/or annunciating each
digit of the address if necessary to clarify.
Comment: Address verification is critical to the delivery of emergency services.
3.7

Transferring emergency calls. When emergency calls need to be transferred to
another PSAP, the telecommunicator will transfer the call without delay. The
telecommunicator will advise the caller: "Please do not hang up; I am connecting
you with (name of the agency)." The telecommunicator should stay on the line
until the connection is complete and all pertinent information has been relayed to
the answering PSAP.

Comment: For those calls that are transferred to another telecommunicator for dispatch
of emergency services, it is important to insure that the call has been transferred to the
proper agency and that all necessary information has been relayed If an emergency call
must be handled by a second my PSAP or dispatch authority, the call should be
transferred rather than providing the caller with the telephone number of the second my
PSAP and advising them to call there instead.
3.8

Wireless 9-1-1 Calls. Wireless 9-1-1 Calls shall be handled in accordance with
NENA Guidelines for Minimum Response to Wireless 9-1-1 Calls, Document 56001.

3.9

Non-standard calls.

3.9.1

Abandoned calls/disconnects. The telecommunicator will attempt a call
back when a 9-1-1 call is routed to the PSAP and the call disconnects before
the telecommunicator can determine if assistance is needed. The
telecommunicator will call the number back once to make this determination.
If the phone is busy or there is no answer, additional attempts to contact the
caller will not be made by the telecommunicator. If the callback attempt goes
to voice mail, no message will be left.
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Comment: A consistent agency policy for documenting and/or responding to these
events should be developed at the local level.
3.9.2

Silent calls. In compliance with Public Law 101-336, also known as the
Americans with Disabilities Act, all silent calls will be interrogated with a
TTY/TDD to determine if the caller is attempting to report an emergency using
a special communications device for hearing impaired individuals.

3.9.3

9-1-1 Misdial. A call is classified as a 9-1-1 misdial when the caller stays on
the line and admits to the misdial.

3.9.4

Unintentional 9-1-1 Call. A call is classified as unintentional when the 9-1-1
personnel can hear conversation, radio, etc. in the background and have
listened sufficiently and checked with a TTY/TDD to determine that there is no
indication of an emergency situation.

3.9.5

Park calls. Telecommunicators will call back a suspected prank caller. Prank
calls should be treated as a real emergency until proven otherwise. The
called party will be questioned to determine if further action is needed or a
response is required.

Comment: Some agencies may require a response in these (abandoned, silent,
misdial, unintentional, prank calls) or similar situations. Local policy may be inserted
here when adopting this document for local use.
3.9.6

False reports. False or unfounded 9-1-1 calls will be handled in accordance
with local policy.

Comment: Most jurisdictions have enacted legislation providing for criminal penalties
for those who abuse the 9-1-1 system. Calls of this type should be documented in
accordance with local policy.
3.9.7

Misrouted calls. Calls may be received at a PSAP that are intended for
another PSAP. These calls should be transferred to the other PSAP, if
possible, after advising the caller of the transfer. One-button transfer
capability, or other enhanced transfer method, for other PSAPs in the home
county should be available to the telecommunicator. Calls of this type include
Wireless (and wireline) misroutes as well as nomadic VoIP callers. Out of
area PSAP contact information may be found in the NENA PSAP Registry or
via the NLETS system.

Comment: Only those PSAPs in the U.S. that are hosted by a law enforcement agency
have access to the NLETS system. The county in which the destination PSAP is located
must be known in order to use the PSAP Regist,y. This information is available through
the National Association of Counties website (http://www.naco.org/)
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3.9.8 Foreign Language calls. A foreign language translation service should be
available to the telecommunicator to assist in processing foreign language
calls. The procedure for contacting that service may be inserted here.
3.10

Telecommunicator Discretion.

3.10.1

Discretion. Telecornmunicators should pay close attention to background
noise, tone and word choice of the caller as additional evidence to assist with
determination of the status of the 9-1-1 call. The time of day and location of
the caller may be additional clues to indicate whether a response is
necessary. In any situation where the telecommunicator believes an
emergency situation may exist, an appropriate public safety response will be
initiated based on local policies and procedures.

3.10.2

Cancellation. Telecommunicators may disregard a 9-1-1 call if there is
evidence that the call is one of the following situations: 9-1-1 Misdial,
Unintentional or Prank Calls.

3.10.3

Contact. If contact is made with the caller, telecommunicators will follow callhandling procedures established by the local agency to determine whether a
public safety response is necessary.

3.10.4

Indicated Emergency. Any evidence of an emergency situation requires that
telecommunicators initiate efforts to re-contact the caller to determine the
nature of the incident and an accurate location for appropriate public safety
response, according to procedures established by the local agency. If
attempts to contact the caller are unsuccessful, a field public safety response
will be initiated based on the caller's location as indicated by the ALI display.

3.11
3.11.1

Incomplete or no data
ALI Failure. In the event of a failure to provide a caller location, an attempt to
determine the address from which the call originated will be made through
reverse look-up, where permitted, or by contacting the telecommunications
service provider.

3.11.1.1 Upon registration with the NeuStar Integrated Voice Response (IVR) Unit,
telecommunications service providers for ported or pooled numbers may be
identified based on the indicated ANI. For non-ported or pooled numbers,
contact information may be obtained by accessing the North American
Number Plan database and the NENA Company-ID files. (See NENA
Guidelines for Minimum Response to Wireless 9-1-1 Calls, Document 56-001
Section 7 for additional guidance)
3.11.2

ANI failure. In the event a 9-1-1 call received without an ANI display, the call
will be treated as if received on a 7-10 digit emergency line. The
telecommunicator will obtain the basic information from the caller. At a
minimum, this information should include: the location of the incident, call
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back number, type of emergency, time frame, hazards, identity of those
involved and their location.
3.11.3

3.12
3.12.1

3.13

Incorrect or no ALI-ANI Information. If the ANI or ALI information provided
is not accurate, based on information provided by the caller, the
telecommunicator will complete and forward the appropriate report to effect a
correction.
Trouble reports
Equipment problems. All 9-1-1 telephone equipment problems will be
reported immediately to the supervisor. A trouble report will be completed and
forwarded to the 9-1-1 System Service Provider.
Call types. Protocols for handling the various types of calls (e.g. Police, Fire and
EMS) should be established locally and approved by the appropriate authority.

Comments: Local protocols may be inserted here.
3.14

Redundant Calls. Redundant calls occur when several calls here have been
received on the same incident. The telecommunicator will make sure that the
caller is reporting the same incident and not an unrelated one. Once the
telecommunicator is sure that the caller is reporting an incident that has already
been received and any additional pertinent information is obtained, the caller will
be advised that the call information has already been reported. These calls
should be disconnected as soon as possible in order not to tie up any 9-1-1 lines
unnecessarily.

4.

References

NENA Guidelines for Minimum Response to Wireless 9-1-1 Calls, Document 56-001
(revised November 18, 2004).

5.

Exhibits

None
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